To what extent does this teacher understand and to what extent does this teacher use or practice Standard 1?
To what extent does this teacher understand and to what extent does this teacher use or practice Standard 2?
To what extent does this teacher understand and to what extent does this teacher use or practice Standard 3?
To what extent does this teacher **understand** and to what extent does this teacher **use or practice** Standard 4?
To what extent does this teacher understand and to what extent does this teacher use or practice Standard 5?
To what extent does this teacher understand and to what extent does this teacher use or practice Standard 6?
To what extent does this teacher **understand** and to what extent does this teacher **use or practice** Standard 7?
To what extent does this teacher **understand** and to what extent does this teacher **use or practice** Standard 8?
To what extent does this teacher understand and to what extent does this teacher use or practice Standard 9?
To what extent does this teacher understand and to what extent does this teacher use or practice Standard 10?
To what extent does this teacher **understand** and to what extent does this teacher **use or practice** Standard 11?
To what extent does this teacher understand and to what extent does this teacher use or practice Technology Standard 1?
To what extent does this teacher understand and to what extent does this teacher use or practice Technology Standard 2?
To what extent does this teacher **understand** and to what extent does this teacher **use or practice** Literacy Standard?
To what extent does this teacher understand and to what extent does this teacher use or practice Illinois Learning Standards for students in his/her content area(s)?